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OFFICE OF THE CONTRACTOR GENERAL OF JAMAICA
Special Report to the Parliament of Jamaica
Concerning the Posture of the Cabinet of Jamaica with respect to certain
Lawful Requisitions of the Office of the Contractor General

Office of the Cabinet

Overview

The Commission of the Contractor General, in the discharge of its monitoring and investigative
mandate under law, pursuant to the provisions of the Contractor General Act, has, in approximately
the last seven (7) months, by way of its lawful Statutory Requisitions, written to the Office of the
Cabinet, in several instances, to provide respective Cabinet Submissions and Decisions in regard to
the following matters:

1. The approval for (a) the continuation of the North South Link of Highway 2000, (b) the
Gordon Cay Container Transhipment Hub, (c) the Fort Augusta Container Terminal and (d)
the establishment of an Oversight Panel to oversee the Award of Government contracts;
2. The extension of the Operating Agreement with Blue Diamond Hotels and Resorts Inc. –
Braco Resorts Hotel (formerly Breezes Rio Bueno), Trelawny; and
3. The Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Project – Floating, Storage and Regasification Terminal
and the Supply of LNG.

The Office of the Contractor General (OCG) must place upon the formal record the fact that the
Office of the Cabinet and/or the Cabinet of Jamaica, have, to-date, failed to comply with any of the
lawful Statutory Requisitions, which have been issued in respect of each of the abovementioned
matters. It is the OCG’s understanding, based upon the correspondence which it has received from
the Office of the Cabinet, that the Office of the Cabinet and/or the Cabinet of Jamaica has taken
this stance in light of the advice which it has received from the Learned Attorney General of
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Jamaica, the Hon. Patrick Atkinson, QC, MP, and further advice which it is also awaiting from the
Learned Attorney General.

It is in this regard that, as a duly constituted Commission of the Parliament of Jamaica, and
pursuant to Sections 28 (2) and 28 (4) of the Contractor General Act, the OCG has found it
necessary to lay before the Honourable Houses of Parliament, a Special Report outlining the
challenges which have been posed by the Office of the Cabinet and/or the Cabinet of Jamaica’s
non-compliance with its Statutory Requisitions.

The referenced provisions of the Contractor General Act states as follows:
“A Contractor-General shall submit to Parliament an annual report relating generally to the
execution of his functions and may at any time submit a report relating to any particular matter
or matters investigated, or being investigated, by him which, in his opinion, require the special
attention of Parliament.

A Contractor-General may, in the public interest, from time to time publish in such manner as he
thinks fit, reports relating to such matters as are mentioned in subsection (2) and any case which is
the subject of a special report under section 21, but no such report shall be published until after it
has been laid pursuant to subsection (3).”

The referenced challenges have essentially brought to a halt, the work which is being undertaken
on the three (3) abovementioned matters, and by virtue of the precedence which it sets, has the
potential of crippling the entire work of the OCG, and prevent the Office from, inter alia, (a) fully
discharging its lawful mandates, (b) acting in accordance with the prescribed provisions of the
Contractor General Act, (c) performing in the unfettered manner and form as prescribed by the
Contractor General Act, and (d) exercising full jurisdiction over the pre and post contract award
stages of Government contracts.

The Commission believes it is necessary to bring to the attention of the Parliament of Jamaica,
what it considers to be a very grave situation, which is not only incongruous in nature but which
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further questions the intent of the Cabinet of Jamaica, and by extension, the current Administration,
in its decision to challenge the statutory requests of the OCG for the provision of the referenced
Cabinet Documents.

The current stance of the Office of the Cabinet, and/or the Cabinet of Jamaica, raises very serious
concerns for the OCG, especially since the OCG had, in the past, received the full and unfettered
support and compliance of the Office of the Cabinet.

In the interim, and despite the attempts which have been made by the OCG to explain its lawful
right to request and receive the information from the Office of the Cabinet, the OCG remains
constrained as the Office of the Cabinet has advised that compliance with the OCG’s Requisitions
will be subject to, inter alia, the pending ruling in the application for Judicial Review which has
been filed in the Supreme Court.

The referenced Court action was brought against the OCG by the current Minister of Transport,
Works and Housing, Dr. the Hon. Omar Davies, who found it necessary to question, inter alia, the
Commission’s primary mandate under the law, to monitor the pre-contract award stages of
Government of Jamaica contracts, a mandate which the OCG has been discharging for the past
approximately twenty eight (28) years, and which accounts for approximately eighty percent (80%)
of the OCG’s Annual Work Programme.

Subsequent to the referenced Court application, the OCG has, without doubt, been negatively
impacted in its monitoring and investigative operations, as at least one other Public Body has used
the pending Court proceedings as a basis upon which to resist the OCG’s request for information,
despite the fact that said Public Body was not party to the referenced Court proceedings.

It is also important to note that the stance which has been taken by the Office of the Cabinet and/or
the Cabinet of Jamaica has, in fact, prevented the completion of at least one of the OCG’s
investigations concerning the extension of the Operating Agreement with Blue Diamond Hotels
and Resorts Inc. – Braco Resorts Hotel (formerly Breezes Rio Bueno), Trelawny.
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In the premises, it is very important that the following provisions of the Contractor General Act,
which prescribes the OCG’s jurisdiction and which authorises its request for the referenced Cabinet
Documents, be placed upon the record:
(1) Sections 4 (1) (a) (i) and (ii) which mandates the Contractor-General, “… on behalf of
Parliament- to monitor the award and the implementation of Government contracts with a
view to ensuring that such contracts are awarded impartially and on merit (and that) the
circumstances in which each contract is awarded…do not involve impropriety or
irregularity…”
(2) Section 4 (1) (b) which mandates the Contractor-General, “… on behalf of Parliament- to
monitor the grant, issue, suspension or revocation of any prescribed licence, with a view to
ensuring that the circumstances of such grant, issue, suspension or revocation do not
involve impropriety or irregularity and, where appropriate, to examine whether such
licence is used in accordance with the terms and conditions thereof”.
(3) Section 4 (2) (b) which prescribes the power of a Contractor-General “to have access to all
books, records, documents, stores or other property belonging to Government, whether in
the possession of any officer of a Public Body or a contractor or any other person…”
(4) Section 4 (2) (d) which prescribes the power of a Contracto- General “to have access to all
books, records, documents or other property used in connection with the grant, issue,
suspension or revocation of any prescribed licence whether in the possession of any public
officer or any other person”.
(5) Section 4 (2) (e) which prescribes the power of a Contractor-General “to have access to
any premises or location where he has reason to believe that any such books, records,
documents or other property as are referred to in paragraph (d) or any property which is
the subject of a prescribed licence, may be found”.
(6) Section 4 (3) of the Act which prescribes the power of a Contractor-General to “…require
any Public Body to furnish in such manner and at such times as may be specified by the
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Contractor-General, information with regard to the award of any contract and such other
information in relation thereto as the Contractor-General may consider desirable”.
(7) Section 4 (4) which prescribes that, “For the purposes of paragraphs (d) and (e) of
subsection (2) the Contractor-General shall have power to require any public officer or
any other person to furnish in such manner and at such times as may be specified by the
Contractor-General, information with regard to the grant, issue, suspension or revocation
of any prescribed licence and such other information in relation thereto as the ContractorGeneral considers desirable”.
(8) Section 5 (1) which provides that, “In the exercise of the powers conferred upon him by
this Act, a Contractor-General shall not be subject to the direction or control of any other
person or authority”.

(9) Section 15 (1) which prescribes the discretionary power of a Contractor-General to conduct
an investigation into any or all of the following matters:
(a) “the registration of contractors”;
(b) “tender procedures relating to contracts awarded by public bodies”;
(c) “the award of any Government contract”;
(d) “the implementation of the terms of any Government contract”;
(e) “the circumstances of the grant, issue, use, suspension or revocation of any prescribed
licence”;
(f) “the practice and procedures relating to the grant, issue, suspension or revocation of
prescribed licences”.
(10) Section 17 (1) which prescribes the power of a Contractor-General “…to adopt whatever
procedure he considers appropriate to the circumstances of a particular case and, subject
to the provisions of (the) Act, may obtain information from such person and in such
manner and make such enquiries as he thinks fit”.
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(11) Section 17 (2) which provides that “Nothing in this Act shall be construed as requiring a
Contractor-General to hold any hearing and, no person shall be entitled as of right to
comment on any allegations or to be heard by a Contractor-General”.
(12) Section 18 (1) which prescribes the power of a Contractor-General, “at any time, (to)
require any officer or member of a public body or any other person who, in his opinion, is
able to give any assistance in relation to the investigation of any matter pursuant to this
Act, to furnish such information and produce any document or thing in connection with
such matter as may be in [his] possession or under the control of that officer, member or
other person”.
(13) Section 18 (2) which prescribes the power of a Contractor-General to “…summon before
[him] and examine on oath any person who has made representations to him; or any
officer, member or employee of a public body or any other person who, in the opinion of
the Contractor General, is able to furnish information relating to the investigation; and
such examination shall be deemed to be a judicial proceeding within the meaning of
Section 4 of the Perjury Act”.
(14) Section 18 (3) which provides that “For the purposes of an investigation under this Act, a
Contractor-General shall have the same powers as a Judge of the Supreme Court in
respect of the attendance and examination of witnesses and the production of documents”.
(15) Section 18 (4) which provides that “Any obligation to maintain secrecy or any restriction
on the disclosure of information or the production of any document or paper or thing
imposed on any person by or under the Official Secrets Act, 1911 to 1939 of the United
Kingdom (or any Act of Parliament of Jamaica replacing the same in its application to
Jamaica) or, subject to the provisions of this Act, by any other law (including a rule of law)
shall not apply in relation to the disclosure of information or the production of any
document or thing by that person to a Contractor-General for the purpose of an
investigation…”.
(16) Section 18 (5) which provides that “No person shall, for the purpose of an investigation,
be compelled to give any evidence or produce any document or thing which he could not be
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compelled to give or produce in proceedings in any court of law.”
(17) Section 19 (1) which provides that “Where the Secretary to the Cabinet at the direction of
Cabinet –
(a) gives notice that the disclosure by a Contractor-General of any document or
information specified in the notice, or any class of document or information so
specified, would –
(i) involve the disclosure of the deliberations or proceedings of the Cabinet, or
any committee thereof, relating to matters of a secret or confidential nature
and is likely to be injurious to the public interest; or
(ii) prejudice the relations of Jamaica with the government of any other country
or with any international organization; or
(iii) prejudice the detection of offences,
a Contractor-General or any member of his staff shall not communicate to any
person for any purpose any document or information specified in the notice or
any document or information of a class so specified;

(b) certifies that the giving of any information or the answering of any question or
production of any document or thing would prejudice the security or defence of
Jamaica, a Contractor-General shall not further require such information or
answer to be given or such document or thing to be produced.
(18) Section 19 (2) which provides that “Except as provided in subsection (1), no law which
authorizes or requires the refusal to answer any question or the withholding of any
information or document or thing on the ground that the answering of the question or
the disclosure of the information, document or thing would be injurious to the public
interest, shall apply in respect of any investigation by or proceedings before a
Contractor-General.
(19) Section 22 which provides that, “The proceedings of a Contractor-General shall not be
rendered void for want of form”.
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(20) Section 29 which provides as follows:
“Every person who –

(a) willfully makes a false statement to mislead or attempts to mislead a ContractorGeneral or any other person in the execution of his functions under this Act; or
(b) without lawful justification or excuse –
(i)

obstructs, hinders or resists a Contractor General or any other person in
the execution of his functions under this Act; or

(ii)

fails to comply with any lawful requirement of a Contractor-General or any
other person under this Act, ….

shall be guilty of an offence …”.

In light of the foregoing provisions of the Contractor General Act and, in particular, Section 19 of
the Act, it is clearly established in law that the OCG, in making its request to the Office of the
Cabinet, has acted within the parameters of the Contractor General Act and, in so doing, has
exercised due care, responsibility and reasonableness, in its requests to the Office of the Cabinet.

Having had cause to outline the provisions of law to the Office of the Cabinet, under which its
Statutory requests are made, the OCG is cognisant of the fact that the continued actions of the
Office of the Cabinet, and the Cabinet of Jamaica, are readily amounting to a seeming attempt to
frustrate, hinder and/or resist the lawful efforts of the Commission to discharge its obligations as
required by the law.

Therefore, it is not without merit that the OCG remains appalled at the posture of the Cabinet of
Jamaica, and by extension, the current Administration, in its undertaking to challenge the powers
which are conferred upon this Independent Anti-corruption Commission of the Parliament of
Jamaica, to have access to pertinent information which it deems necessary for its efficient, effective
and comprehensive monitoring and completion of the enquiries and investigations which have been
initiated by the Office.
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Notably, the commencement of the Judicial Review Application which was filed before the Courts,
by the mentioned Minister, resulted in the Cabinet of Jamaica deeming it fit to defer its response
and to request advice from the Learned Attorney General of Jamaica, in each matter, to provide the
requisite information in connection with the pre-award stages of the referenced Government
contract awards.

Notwithstanding same, and as it regards (a) the Opinions of the Learned Attorney General, and (b)
the referenced pending Court matter, the OCG has been consistent in its considered position on
each matter.

The OCG is of the considered view that until and unless a Court of competent jurisdiction
overrules the decision that was handed down in the Supreme Court case of Lawrence v. Ministry of
Construction (Works) and the A.G. (1991) 28 J.L.R. 265, or otherwise restrains the OCG from
proceeding with its Requisitions, a failure by the Cabinet of Jamaica, or by any other person or
authority, to comply with the said OCG Requisitions amounts to a flagrant violation of the Rule of
Law and constitutes a criminal offence under Section 29 of the Contractor General Act.

In the premises, and for the purpose of clarity, the OCG has deemed it necessary to provide an
overview of the positions which have been posited by the Office of the Cabinet, for and on behalf
of the Cabinet of Jamaica, over an approximate seven (7) month period, for the Honourable
Parliament’s information and assessment of the circumstances, which have surrounded the Office
of the Cabinet’s failure or hesitance to comply with the lawful statutory Requisitions of this
Commission of the Parliament of Jamaica.

1. Approval for the continuation of the North South Link of Highway 2000, Gordon Cay Container
Transhipment Hub, the Fort Augusta Container Terminal and the establishment of an Oversight
Panel to oversee the Award of Government contracts

The OCG, by way of its Statutory Requisition, which was dated 2012 April 25, required the
Cabinet Secretary, Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, to provide, inter alia, a
copy of all the Cabinet Submissions and Decisions pertaining to (a) the subject three (3) projects
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and (b) the establishment of the Oversight Panel which had been purportedly established by the
current Administration to “…expand the framework for monitoring the award of contracts.”1
The Office of the Cabinet responded to the referenced OCG letter of 2012 April 25, on even date,2
and advised, inter alia, that the release of Cabinet Documents required the approval of the Cabinet
of Jamaica and, as such, an extension to 2012 May 10 was being requested to seek approval for
same. The requested extension was granted by the OCG on 2012 April 273.
Subsequently, by way of a letter which was dated 2012 May 34, seven (7) days prior to the deadline
for the submission of the response, the Office of the Cabinet advised the OCG that its request was
discussed at a Meeting of the Cabinet, which was held on 2012 April 30, at which time a decision
was taken to defer the release of the relevant documentation pending the advice of the Learned
Attorney General. Notwithstanding the posture of the Cabinet, the OCG considered and granted a
further extension to 2012 May 24.5

It is instructive to note that the Office of the Cabinet, on 2012 May 24, requested a further
extension of the deadline to 2012 June 76, upon the basis that advice had not yet been received
from the Learned Attorney General. Upon consideration of the representations which were made to
the OCG, the OCG again granted a further extension on even date7.
Further, the OCG, by way of letter which was dated 2012 May 18 8, requested additional
documentation from the Office of the Cabinet as it pertained to the submission of a Memorandum

1

OCG’s Statutory Requisition to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, which was dated 2012 April 25. (For full context, see Copy of The Hansard of the Parliament of Jamaica, which was
dated 2012 April 24) – Exhibit No.1
2
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 April 25 – Exhibit No. 2
3
OCG’s Letter of Extension to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet,
which was dated 2012 April 27 – Exhibit No. 3
4
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 May 3 – Exhibit No. 4
5
OCG’s Letter of Extension to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet,
which was dated 2012 May 8 – Exhibit No. 5
6
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 May 24 – Exhibit No. 6
7
OCG’s Letter of Extension to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet,
which was dated 2012 May 24 – Exhibit No. 7
8
OCG’s Requisition to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which
was dated 2012 May 18 – Exhibit No. 8
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of Understanding between the Port Authority of Jamaica and China Harbour Engineering Co. Ltd
for the development of a Container Terminal at Fort Augusta.

To this end, the Office of the Cabinet responded, under the cover of letter which was dated 2012
June 1, and indicated that same would be “…included in the initial request from your office and
consequently, the extended deadline of 7th June 2012 for submission of the said documents would
also apply in the instant case.”9

On 2012 June 6, the Office of the Cabinet requested a further extension of the deadline to 2012
June 21, upon the basis that it had only just been in receipt of the Opinion from the Attorney
General.10 The OCG, by way of letter which was dated 2012 June 7, granted the requested
extension.11 Subsequently, by way of letter to the OCG, which was dated 2012 June 20, the Office
of the Cabinet requested a further extension to 2012 July 5. The referenced letter stated, inter alia,
that “…no decision was taken as the matter was deferred pending further advice from the Attorney
General.”12

The OCG again acquiesced to the request of the Office of the Cabinet and granted a further
extension, under cover of letter dated 2012 June 22.13

On 2012 July 3, the Office of the Cabinet, forty eight (48) working days later, after the continued
exchange of the referenced correspondence, advised the OCG that “In the light of recent
developments involving the Attorney General’s application to the Supreme Court for a Judicial
Declaration in a matter involving the very same projects, Cabinet has deferred consideration of the
matter pending the outcome of the judicial proceedings.” In this regard, the Office of the Cabinet
sought an “…indefinite extension, pending the outcome of the judicial review.”14

9

Letter from the Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 June 1 – Exhibit No. 9
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 June 6 – Exhibit No. 10
11
OCG’s Letter of Extension to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet,
which was dated 2012 June 7 – Exhibit No. 11
12
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet to the OCG, which was dated 2012 June 20 – Exhibit No. 12
13
OCG’s Letter of Extension to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, which was dated 2012 June 22 – Exhibit No. 13
14
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet to the OCG, which was dated 2012 July 3 – Exhibit No. 14
10
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2. Extension of the Operating Agreement with Blue Diamond Hotels and Resorts Inc – Braco
Resorts Hotel (formerly Breezes Rio Bueno), Trelawny

The OCG, by way of a letter which was dated 2012 July 2, wrote to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas
Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, and requested a copy of the
respective Cabinet Submission(s) and Decision(s) for the subject matter.15

The Office of the Cabinet, by way of a letter which was dated 2012 July 9, referred to its letter of
2012 July 3, which pertained to the North South Link et al. matter, and expressed an intent to seek
an extension pending the determination of the abovementioned legal process.16

In response to the foregoing letter, the OCG expressed its concern at the posture of the Office of
the Cabinet, and under the cover of letter which was dated 2012 July 11, and further to consultation
with its Attorney, questioned the basis upon which the referenced legal action, which was brought
by the Minister of Transport, Works and Housing, against the OCG, impacted and/or prevented the
Office of the Cabinet from acceding to the OCG’s lawful request.17

It is instructive to note that the Office of the Cabinet responded to the OCG, by way of letter which
was dated 2012 July 12 and indicated that since the OCG had consulted its Attorney it would also
be seeking the advice of the Attorney General’s Chambers.18
3. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Project – Floating, Storage and Regasification Terminal and the
Supply of LNG

The OCG, by way of a letter which was dated 2012 July 26, which was addressed to the Cabinet
Secretary, Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, requested the provision of all
Cabinet Submission(s) and Decision(s) regarding the subject matter. 19

15

OCG’s Requisition to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which
was dated 2012 July 2 – Exhibit No. 15
16
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet to the OCG, which was dated 2012 July 9 – Exhibit No. 16
17
OCG’s Letter to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was
dated 2012 July 11 – Exhibit No. 17
18
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet to the OCG, which was dated 2012 July 12 – Exhibit No. 18
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The Office of the Cabinet, by way of a letter which was dated 2012 July 31, referred the OCG to its
previous letter of 2012 July 12, and stated its inability to respond until the Opinion from the
Attorney General’s Chambers was received.20
4. OCG’s Continued Stance to Secure the Requisite Documents from the Cabinet Office
In light of the Office of the Cabinet’s position, the OCG, by way of letter dated 2012 August 8,
which was addressed to the Cabinet Secretary, advised the Office of the Cabinet, inter alia, that it
will be “...proceeding, following upon the requisite due process, and in the interest of public
transparency and good governance, as prescribed by the Contractor General Act.”21 Further, the
OCG maintained its position that the law is settled under the Lawrence case. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the OCG granted an extension to the Office of the Cabinet for compliance with its
lawful Requisitions, by 2012 August 24.

The Office of the Cabinet, despite its failure to comply by the extended deadline date of 2012
August 24, or to seek an extension of the said deadline date, was granted a further extension to
2012 September 4, by the OCG, by way of letter which was dated 2012 August 28.22

On 2012 August 31, the Office of the Cabinet responded to the OCG, and expressed that the advice
from the Attorney General’s Chambers “...indicates that the Supreme Court was asked to interpret
certain parts of the statute governing the Office of the Contractor [sic] in “Minister of Works vs.
The Contractor General”, and that the Courts ruling in that matter will impact the advice to the
Cabinet concerning the OCG’s requisitions for Cabinet Documents. In the circumstances, the
advice awaited by the Cabinet will not be forthcoming until after the Court has delivered its ruling
in the aforementioned case.”23

19

OCG’s Requisition to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which
was dated 2012 July26 – Exhibit No. 19
20
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet to the OCG, which was dated 2012 July 31 – Exhibit No. 20
21
OCG’s Letter to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012
August 8 – Exhibit No. 21
22
OCG’s Letter of Extension to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was
dated 2012 August 28 – Exhibit No. 22
23
Letter from the Cabinet Office to the OCG, which was dated 2012 August 31 – Exhibit No. 23
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A significant and materially contradictory occurrence which has faced the OCG is the fact that 1)
while the Cabinet of Jamaica sought to refrain from providing the requisite information for the
Commission to undertake its mandate under the law, and 2) the GOJ continued to assert the
pending case as a basis for its non-compliance and to inform its advice to Public Bodies, the GOJ,
through one of its agents, proceeded to, in at least one instance, sign a Concession Agreement for
the North South Link of Highway 2000, even before a ruling has been handed down by the Court.

The OCG, having outlined, inter alia, the foregoing positions to the Office of the Cabinet, under
the cover of letter which was dated 2012 September 624, received a response from the Office of the
Cabinet on 2012 September 13, which indicated that it would be seeking further advice from the
Attorney General’s Chambers.25 In this regard, the OCG, by way of letter which was dated 2012
September 19, granted a further extension to the deadline date for the submission of the requisite
Cabinet Documents to 2012 October 5.26
5. OCG’s Requisition for Information from the Minister and Permanent Secretary in the Ministry
of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining

In an attempt to sequester information regarding the subject LNG Project from Mrs. Hilary
Alexander, Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, the
OCG issued two (2) lawful Requisitions, which were dated 2012 September 5 and 2012 September
17, respectively.27

On 2012 September 11, the referenced Permanent Secretary responded to the OCG and requested
an extension to the deadline for submission to 2012 October 12.28 The OCG, by way of letter which

24

OCG’s Letter to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012
September 6 – Exhibit No. 24
25
Letter from the Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 September 13 – Exhibit No. 25
26
OCG’s Letter of Extension to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was
dated 2012 September 19 – Exhibit No. 26
27
OCG’s Requisitions to Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining,
which were dated 2012 September 5 and 2012 September 17, respectively – Exhibit Nos. 27 &28
28
Letter from Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, which was
dated 2012 September 11 – Exhibit No. 29
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was dated 2012 September 14, granted the extension which was requested.29 Upon telephone
communication with a representative from the referenced Ministry on 2012 October 12, and the
receipt of a follow-up letter, on even date, from the Permanent Secretary, as it regards both
Requisitions, the OCG granted a further extension to the respective deadline dates to 2012 October
18.30

Under the cover of letter which was dated 2012 October 17, the Permanent Secretary stated an
intent to request advice from the Attorney General’s Chambers with respect to providing the
requested information to the OCG and, as such, sought an extension of the deadline date.31 The
requested extension to 2012 October 24 was granted by the OCG on 2012 October 18.32

Further, the Ministry, by way of letter which was dated 2012 October 23, advised the OCG, inter
alia, that “The Ministry is as of today in receipt of the advice of the AGC. In that regard, the AGC
notes that your office is carrying out a monitoring function in relation to the pre-contractual stage
of the procurement process, pursuant to section 4 of the Contractor General Act, and that no
investigation has been launched. In these circumstances, the AGC has advised that the issue of
your office’s jurisdiction to monitor the pre-contractual stages of government contracts is presently
the subject of judicial review proceedings in the Supreme Court...”33

It is instructive to note that in regard to the same matter, the OCG wrote to the Minister of Science,
Technology, Energy and Mining, the Hon. Phillip Paulwell, on 2012 October 16, in an attempt to
obtain clarification of certain concerns which were brought before the Commission.34
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Upon the referenced Minister’s failure to acknowledge and/or respond to the foregoing OCG letter,
the OCG, on 2012 November 6, wrote to the Minister and requested that he provide the relevant
information by 2012 November 12.35

The OCG received a letter on 2012 November 8 from the referenced Minister, in similar fashion to
the response of 2012 October 23 from the Permanent Secretary, advising the OCG of the position
of the Attorney General’s Chambers which advanced the questions regarding the OCG’s
jurisdiction to monitor pre-contractual stages of the procurement process, pursuant to section 4 of
the Contractor General Act, and that same was presently the subject of judicial proceedings in the
Supreme Court.

In the instant case, the Minister informed the OCG, amongst other things, that he was further
advised by the Attorney General’s Chambers to “...await the outcome of the judicial review
proceedings in the Supreme Court before responding to the above-mentioned requisitions.”36

The OCG, in its response to the noted positions of the Minister, the Permanent Secretary and the
Learned Attorney General, which was dated 2012 November 8,37 respectfully brought to the
Minister’s attention, amongst other State authorities who were duly copied, the case of Lawrence v.
Ministry of Construction (Works) and the A.G. (1991) 28 J.R.L 265, in which the Supreme Court
of Jamaica was moved by way of Originating Summons, at the instance of the then Contractor
General, to rule on the very point which is the contention of the Minister of Transport, who is being
represented by the Learned Attorney General.

In the referenced case, Mr. Justice Orr held unequivocally as follows:
“The proper interpretation of the (Contractor General) Act is one which empowers the
Contractor General to monitor the pre-contract stages of government contracts and to obtain
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information from public bodies prior to the award of such contracts...The ordinary meaning of
the words of the statute in light of the context and grammar suggest no other interpretation.”

Of note, the referenced letter of 2012 November 8 was copied to the Most Hon. Prime Minister,
Portia Simpson Miller, the Leader of the Opposition, the Hon. Andrew Holness, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, the Hon. Michael Peart, M.P., the President of the Senate, Rev. Senator
the Hon. Stanley Redwood, the Director of Public Prosecutions, Ms. Paula Llewellyn, the Learned
Attorney General, the Hon. Patrick Atkinson, Q.C., the Cabinet Secretary, Ambassador the Hon.
Douglas Saunders and the OCG’s Attorney-at-Law, Mrs. Jacqueline Samuels-Brown, Q.C.
The OCG’s concerns lie at the heart of the positions which have been taken by the Office of the
Cabinet and/or the Cabinet of Jamaica, and the Learned Attorney General, which run contrary to
the settled law and to the principles of the Rule of Law, a principle which must, at all times, take
primacy of place in the discharge and the administration of the affairs of the State.

The OCG has contended, and continues to contend, that it is a trite principle of the law that until
and unless a Court of competent jurisdiction rules contrary to the aforementioned ruling and/or the
Parliament of Jamaica changes the law to reflect the contentions and Opinion of the Attorney
General’s Chambers, the application which the Learned Attorney General has filed before the
Court does not and cannot possibly render the settled law void or lacking in its efficacy and
validity.

In this regard, the OCG must also contend that if the referenced assertions are to be taken to their
logical conclusion, then they would suggest that the mere filing of an Application for Judicial
Review would render any applicable law, which is the subject of the said Application, a nullity and
of no moment.

Having expressed the foregoing positions to the Minister, the OCG was further advised, by way of
letter which was dated 2012 November 10, that advice was again being sought from the Attorney
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General’s Chambers as it regards same.38 A further extension was requested by the Minister to
2012 November 20. Consequent upon same, the OCG granted the extension on 2012 November
15.39

Notwithstanding same, the OCG went further and reminded the Minister, in the referenced letter of
2012 November 15, of, inter alia, the Commissions obligations to act independently, in good faith,
and in a manner which it deems to be consistent with (a) its statutory responsibilities and mandates
under the law, (b) the provisions of the Contractor General Act by which it is circumscribed, and
(c) the prior decision of the Supreme Court of Jamaica and, in particular, the decision which was
handed down in the Lawrence case, which continues to stand as the settled law.

In the premises, and based upon the previous challenges which were being experienced, the OCG
deemed it prudent to obtain an independent Legal Opinion from Queens Counsel, Mrs. Jacqueline
Samuels-Brown, as it regards the refusal by Government Departments/Officers to respond to the
numerous Statutory Requisitions which were issued by the OCG.

The referenced Legal Opinion, which was received on 2012 November 16, having clearly outlined
the issues, opined, inter alia, that “...the Minister, Cabinet Secretary, and all public bodies are by
law obligated to respond to the requisitions of the Contractor General as a foresaid. Failure to so
respond amounts to an offence as contemplated by Section 29 of the Contractor General Act. It is
therefore for the Contractor General to decide whether as a matter of policy it will refrain from
insisting on its requisitions being answered, taking into account all the circumstances. However, he
is not by law obliged to do so.”40 (Please find attached the full context of the Legal Opinion)

Out of an abundance of caution, and for their due consideration, the OCG, on 2012 November 19,
wrote to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, Cabinet Secretary, enclosing a copy of the
referenced Legal Opinion, and copied same to, inter alia, the Most Honourable Prime Minister,
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Portia Simpson Miller, the Leader of the Opposition, the Hon. Andrew Holness, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, the Hon. Michael Peart, M.P., the President of the Senate, Rev. Senator
the Hon. Stanley Redwood, Minister Phillip Paulwell and Permanent Secretary Hillary Alexander,
Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, Dr. The Hon. Omar Davies, Minister of
Transport, Works and Housing, the Director of Public Prosecutions, Ms. Paula Llewellyn, the
Learned Attorney General, the Hon. Patrick Atkinson, Q.C.41

In the referenced letter of 2012 November 19, the OCG, buttressed by the Legal Opinion which it
had received, placed upon the record its intent to enforce the compliance of the Office of the
Cabinet, pursuant to its statutory mandates under the Contractor General Act.

It must also be noted that on 2012 November 20, the OCG received an Opinion from the Learned
Attorney General, as it pertained the refusal of the Office of the Cabinet, the Minister of Transport,
Works and Housing, and the Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, to provide the
requested information for the subject projects.

The referenced Opinion outlined the positions of the Learned Attorney General and stated, inter
alia, that“...I have advised the Cabinet, the Minister of Transport, Works and Housing and the
Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy & Mining that compliance with your request should
await the Supreme Court’s decision in the matter of the Ministry of Transport, Works and Housing
v The Contractor General – Claim No. 2012 HCV 03501. In these circumstances, I am requesting
that your office should also await the court’s decision before making any further demands on the
offices in question.”42 To this end, the OCG consulted Queens Counsel, Mrs. Jacqueline SamuelsBrown, who responded to the Learned Attorney General on 2012 November 21.43

Notwithstanding the positions of the Learned Attorney General, both the Minister of Science,
Technology, Energy and Mining and Permanent Secretary Hillary Alexander, much to their credit,
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responded to the OCG’s Statutory Requisitions on 2012 November 20 and 2012 November 27,
respectively.44 The OCG lauded their actions, under the cover of letter dated 2012 November 28.45

6. Concluding Comments

As a Commission of the Parliament of Jamaica, the OCG is gravely concerned that it has had to
undergo the aforementioned challenges to secure information, which it is, by law, authorised to
obtain, particularly from Public Bodies and Public Officials, in the interest of public transparency
and for and on behalf of the People and Taxpayers of Jamaica.

It is instructive to note that the OCG, on 2012 November 29, had once again, extended the deadline
to 2012 December 10, for the submission of the requisite Cabinet Documents from the Cabinet
Office, to afford the Office of the Cabinet, the opportunity to provide the information and to
consider the material elements of the law. 46

In this regard, the Commission has duly noted the position of the Office of the Cabinet, under the
cover of letter dated 2012 November 26, which advised, inter alia, that “...only the Cabinet can
authorize the release of its documents. The Cabinet Office is therefore not in a position to release
such documents without the express approval of the Cabinet. It is expected that the matter will be
considered by the Cabinet on 3rd December 2012...”47
Further to same, and out of an abundance of caution, the OCG, on 2012 December 348, went a step
further and wrote to the Most Honourable Prime Minister Portia Simpson-Miller, seeking her
immediate and urgent intervention, upon the basis that the OCG, as required by the law under
which it was created, and remains circumscribed, must act in accordance with same.
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The OCG has, up to this juncture, exercised its due discretion and a reasonable, responsible and
prudent approach to the challenges which have been mounted against it, in the face of the settled
law, and which, in the considered opinion of the OCG, amounts to, inter alia, an obstruction and
refusal to comply with the lawful request of a Commission of Parliament. As it now stands, and
despite the best efforts of the OCG, the actions of the Office of the Cabinet and/or the Cabinet of
Jamaica, as it awaits the further advice of the Attorney General’s Chambers, continues to
circumvent the settled law.

It must be recalled that by strict law, and pursuant to Section 19 of the Contractor General Act, the
only restrictions on the Commission to request and make public information from the Cabinet
Secretary are matters of national security, none of which are applicable to the matters for which
information has been sought from the Cabinet Office.

To further compound the issue, the OCG received a letter from the Office of the Cabinet, which
was dated 2012 December 10, and which states, inter alia, that “The Cabinet, at its meeting today,
considered the resurrected requisitions of the OCG for the relevant Cabinet Submissions and
Decisions, including the legal issues raised by way of the latter’s letter dated 19th November, 2012,
and has requested further advice on the matter from the Attorney General.”49

With due consideration to the foregoing fact circumstances, the settled law, the independent Legal
Opinion from Queen’s Counsel, which contrast to those put forward by the Learned Attorney
General, the Commission of the Contractor General must respectfully place upon the record, in the
interest of transparency and good governance, its considered concern and the fact that as a creature
of law and a duly established Commission of the Parliament of Jamaica, the OCG must, and will
act within the confines of the law and must, at all times, exercise such recourse as is available to it
under law to effectively discharge its mandate.
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List of Appendices
1. Office of the Contractor General’s Statutory Requisition to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas
Saunders, OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 April
25. (For full context, see enclosed a copy of The Hansard of the Parliament of Jamaica, which
was dated 2012 April 24)

2. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the OCG, which was dated 2012 April 25.

3. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 April 27.

4. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 May 3.

5. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 May 8.

6. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General which was dated 2012 May 24.
7. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 May 24.

8. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 May 18.
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9. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 June 1. (See OCG’s
Letter of Acknowledgement enclosed, which was dated 2012 June 4).

10. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 June 6.

11. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 June 7.

12. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 June 20.

13. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
OJ, CD, JP, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 June 22.

14. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 July 3.
15. Letter from the OCG to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, Cabinet Secretary, Cabinet
Office, which was dated 2012 July 2.
16. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 July 9.
17. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 July 11.
18. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 July 12.
19. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 July 26.
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20. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 July 31.
21. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 August 8.
22. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 August 28.
23. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 August 31.
24. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 September 6.
25. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Office of the
Cabinet, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 September 13.
26. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 September 19.
27. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012
September 17.
28. Office of the Contractor General’s Requisition to Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Science, Technology Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012 September 5.
29. Letter from Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology
Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012 September 11.
30. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012
September 14.
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31. Letter from Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology,
Energy and Mining, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 October 12.
32. Letter from Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology,
Energy and Mining, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 October 17.
33. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012
October 18.
34. Letter from Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology,
Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012 October 23.
35. Office of the Contractor General’s Request for Clarification which was addressed to the Hon.
Phillip Paulwell, Minister, Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, which was
dated 2012 October 16.
36. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to the Hon. Phillip Paulwell, Minister,
Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012 November 6.
37. Letter from the Hon. Phillip Paulwell, Minister, Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and
Mining, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was received on 2012 November 8
(dated 2012 November 16).
38. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to the Hon. Phillip Paulwell, Minister,
Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012 November 8.
39. Letter from the Hon. Phillip Paulwell, Minister, Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and
Mining, to the Office of the Contractor General, which was dated 2012 November 10.
40. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to the Hon. Phillip Paulwell, Minister,
Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012 November 15.
41. Legal Opinion which was received, by way of email correspondence from Mrs. Jacqueline
Samuels-Brown, QC, Attorney-at-Law, which was dated 2012 November 16.
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42. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 November 19.
43. Letter from the Learned Attorney General, the Hon. Patrick Atkinson, QC, which was
addressed to the former Contractor General, Mr. Greg Christie, which was dated 2012
November 20.
44. Letter from Mrs. Jacqueline Samuels-Brown, QC, Attorney-at-Law, to the Learned Attorney
General, the Hon. Patrick Atkinson, which was dated 2012 November 21.
45. Response to the Office of the Contractor General’s Requisition of 2012 October 16, from the
Hon. Phillip Paulwell, Minister, Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, which
was dated 2012 November 20.
46. Response to the Office of the Contractor General’s Requisitions of 2012 September 5 and 17,
from Mrs. Hillary Alexander, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy
and Mining, which was dated 2012 November 27.
47. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to the Hon. Phillip Paulwell, Minister,
Ministry of Science, Technology, Energy and Mining, which was dated 2012 November 28.
48. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders,
Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet, which was dated 2012 November 29.
49. Letter from Ms. K. Sewell Mills, for and on behalf of the Cabinet Secretary, Cabinet Office, to
the OCG, which was dated 2012 November 26.
50. Letter from the Office of the Contractor General to the Most Honourable Portia Simpson
Miller, Prime Minister of Jamaica, which was dated 2012 December 3.
51. Letter from Ambassador the Hon. Douglas Saunders, Cabinet Secretary, Office of the Cabinet,
to the OCG, which was dated 2012 December 10.
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